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ABSTRACT
Switzerland is perceived as a highly multilingual country, with four national languages and a solid
translation tradition in official, administrative and corporate settings, now even extended to include
English. A research case study was set up to investigate the understanding and use of translation and
language technologies by Swiss language service providers. This paper highlights some findings,
particularly focusing upon the issue of translation automation processes in multilingual documentation
production, with a view not only to spot preconceptions or knowledge gaps about MT, but also to
suggest some training principles. We will argue that training activities ought to present MT systems as
key aiding components of translator workbenches and, their output, as a valid linguistic resource for
further human refining, if necessary. Moreover, in line with the idea that MT can be part and parcel of
multilingual content production cycles, we will look at the interaction of MT with controlled language,
CAT tools and terminology work. In sum, we will make explicit the usefulness of MT against the
widespread prejudice that investing in MT does not return any benefits given the ‘low and hilarious
quality of its output’, as quoted by most of the interviewees of our case study.
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1. Introducing the Swiss language
framework
1.1. Multilingualism and language
proficiency in Switzerland
Despite its small size, Switzerland is
renowned for being culturally diverse and
multilingual1 - with four official languages:
three major European ones, i.e. German
(63.9%), French (19.5%), Italian (6.6%),
plus the minority endangered Rhaeto-
Rumantsch  (0.5%). Statistics also show a
growing number of native speakers of other
languages (9.5%), such as Slavic
languages, Spanish, or Portuguese,
particularly in melting pot areas such as
Zurich,2 Switzerland’s commercial and
financial hub.
In general, foreigners assume that in such
multilingual scene, most Swiss citizens are
to be polyglots and proficient in 3 of the 4
official languages, plus English. However,
this assumption is far from real. The
average Swiss speaks 1 of the official
                                            
1 For more info, see www.schweiz-in-
sicht.ch/en/4_fod/4_fs.html
2 Proportion of different mother tongues in
Zurich over the last decades: www.stadt-
zuerich.ch/stat_amt/uebersichtstabelle/bevoelke
rungsstruktur/muttersprache.htm [in German].
languages (or rather, a local dialect,
especially in the German part), can often
understand another national language
(though it is not actively used), and may
speak good English – particularly younger
generations or workers in export trade,
banking, and information technology
sectors. English has undeniably become a
lingua franca (‘Swinglish’3) and the
working language of Swiss higher
education and research4 institutions.
1.2. The Swiss Translation Tradition
As part of the respect for the other national
cultures and languages, one is entitled to
receive their official and commercial
correspondence in either German, French,
Italian, or also English, no matter which
canton one lives in. This gives an idea of
th  impressive budget that is devoted to
translation in Switzerland every year.
In administrative contexts, documentation
must be produced, usually by trained
linguists, in the canton and/or country
                                            
3 Source: SWISS INFO
www.swissinfo.org/sen/Swissinfo.html?siteSect
=201&sid=906582
4 The Presence of English at Swiss Universities,
by Urs Dürmüller (University of Bern).
members.tripod.com/~Duermueller/AcadE.html
